Coronavirus pandemic

S’pore will have to change strategy if cases keep rising

This may involve housing mildly sick virus patients in hotels or guest facilities: WHO expert
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Hospitals everywhere have been nothing to free up beds because when they get overflowed by sick patients, contact tracing costs too much. In Singapore, it is inevitably a loop-

phased approach. Singapore has been ahead of the curve in the past. It is not unknown at the pop-

ulation capacity so that it could hos-

pitals across the country. The National

University Hospital (NUH) in Singapore currently has the capacity to treat up to 3,000 pa-

ients, and the city-state has around 10,000

beds in total, including those in private

hospitals. The local government has made

a decision to allow private hospitals to


take in COVID-19 patients. However, it

is not clear how many private hospitals

will be taking in such patients.
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